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The CHRISTCHURCH TRAMPING CLUB
has members of all ages, and runs tramping
trips every weekend, ranging from easy
(minimal experience required) to hard (high
fitness and experience required). We also
organise instructional courses and hold
weekly social meetings. We have a club hut
in Arthurs Pass and have gear available for
hire to members. Membership rates per year
are $45 member, $65 couple, $25 junior or
associate, with a $5 discount for members
who opt to obtain this newsletter
electronically.
For more about how the club operates, see
the last two pages.

News
Annual General Meeting: The 80th Annual General Meeting of the Christchurch
TrampingClub Inc. will be held at the Canterbury Horticultural Centre, South Hagley Park,
57 Riccarton Avenue on Thursday 18 April 2013 at 7.30 pm, with doors open at 7.00 pm.
See the last page for the formal notice. Notices of motions must be received (in writing) by
the Secretary by 17 March 2013.
POO POTS: In August 2012, during the ascent on a snow caving overnight trip to Bills
Basin above the Temple Basin ski field, the Temple Basin ski field manager came up to us
and asked us if we had Poo Pots with us. We had the choice of using Poo Pots or going
down to use the toilets at the shelter. He made it plain that he did not want us poohing
anywhere in the ski field and certainly not in Bills Basin as the basin contains the tarns that
supply the water to the ski field lodge and other buildings. So we did as he asked, and
used the toilets as we had not brought Poo Pots with us. This made for some rapid early
departures the next morning, as it is some distance from Bills Basin to the shelter's toilets.
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Temple Basin gets lots of visitors every weekend, summer and winter, so it is not just one
party but the cumulative effect of lots of people toileting directly on to the ground/snow that
will leave an awful mess come the summer thaw and a very unhealthy water supply all
year round.

Tramper of the Month: Stuart Douce
I'm a teacher at Lincoln high school, I write school textbooks, and I am a volunteer ambulance
officier. I am orginally from Wellington but got sick of having to drive for four hours to ski and
tramp in mountains. Currently single and looking for a flatmate!
When did you join the CTC? About four years ago.
How did you find out about the Club? The internet.
Did you tramp before joining the CTC? I was an
active tramper with the WTMC in Wellington before I
shifted down here.
Who was the first CTC person you met?
Antony White.
What was your first weekend trip? Thomas's hot pool
trip to Otehake.
Your favourite hut? The historica Maungaiti Hut
(owned by the Tongariro Tramping Club), Tongariro
National Park.
Your favourite day tramp? The Tongariro Alpine
Crossing.
Your favourite weekend (or longer) tramp? The
Heaphy Track.
What future trips are you most looking forward to?
Biking the Heaphy, when the MTB season there opens
again.
Stuart tramping ...

Do you lead trips? Yes.

What interests or hobbies do you have, other than tramping? I love mountain biking, cycle touring,
skiing, snowboarding, unicycling, and kayaking.
Most embarrassing club moment? We spent a freezing winter night at the club house at Arthurs
Pass 'cos we couldn't light the potbelly as the water pipes were frozen - not noticing the electric
heater on the wall until the next morning when we paid our fees in the box above the heater!
Best ever tramp? A 14 day Christmas tramp of the 5 passes and Lake Nerine. It rained every day
for the last seven days. I learnt that what makes the best tramps are the people and having a
positive attitude.
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Calendar of trips and Social Events
Trips: Unless otherwise stated, club trips depart either from 'Z' Carlton Corner Service
Station (formerly Shell) at 1 Papanui Road (next to Liquor Land and opposite Derby Street)
or from Caltex Russley on the corner of Russley Road and Yaldhurst Rd. If the departure
point is not specified in the trip schedule, you may assume it's 'Z' Carlton. Day trips usually
depart at 8am on Saturday or Sunday. Weekend trips may leave on either Friday evening
or Saturday morning.
New or prospective members intending to go on any trip must sign up at club night or
contact the trip leader in advance.
CTC OVERDUE TRIPS: Members/family/partners or a nominated person concerned about
a trip being overdue should firstly discuss this with a Club Officer when they feel that the
trip is delayed. Refer to the list of Club Officers on the back of the newsletter and on the
club website. Club Officers know where to obtain copies of the Trip Lists containing the
names and addresses of the party members with their vehicle registration details etc. This
will greatly assist Police Search and Rescue. The Club Officer can then contact the Police
directly. Concerned people should keep trying different numbers until they actually contact
a Club Officer (DO NOT LEAVE MESSAGES). We recommend that concerned people
start with the Club Captain, then the Gear Custodian, then the Presidents, then the Trip
Organisers, then people listed under Our Club Hut - if no contact can be made then the
Police. Members (particularly Trip Leaders) please discuss this arrangement with your
loved ones so they are aware of this procedure.
Social: We meet on Thursdays 7:30 pm at the Canterbury Horticultural Centre (Watling
Lounge), Hagley Park South, 57 Riccarton Avenue (entrance opposite the hospital). A
variety of social functions are organised, the atmosphere is informal, and tea and biscuits
served. If you can give a presentation or have ideas, please contact Jim Western 3775431 or email Jimwestern@xtra.co.nz. Please note that formalities start at 7:50 pm sharp,
and if there is a guest speaker, he/she will start at 8:10 pm sharp.
Thursday 28 February

Club Night

Newsletter night; Boots, Books and Billies: Turn at 7.30 so that we can all help get
those newsletters into envelopes and be there to experience the latest breaking news.
Then there will be the opportunity to make an offer on several pairs of second hand
tramping boots the club (or club members) have for sale. We also have billies, plus lets
bring in some books (outdoors, non fiction, fiction etc) that club members may wish to
swap or sell.
Saturday 2 March
Departure point: Z (Shell) Papanui

Leader: Richard Kimberley 326 6158

Mt Olympus via Mt Cheeseman: Recent DoC decisions have
substantially improved the accessibility of Mt Cheeseman (2034 m
on the Craigieburn Range) as a tramping destination. A CTC trip
in November last year made it clear that this would be an excellent
route to Mt Olympus (2094 m). So here's a wonderful opportunity
for fit trampers to bag two 2000-m-plus peaks in a single day.
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Grade: ModHard
Closed: 28 Feb
Map:
BW20
BW21
Approx: $20

Weekend 2-3 March Leaving Friday night
Departure point: Z (Shell) Papanui

Leader: Craig Beere 381-0839
havokk@ihug.co.nz

Inland Pack Track: The Inland Pack Track was cut in 1860 as an
alternative way along the Punakaiki coast, but it is very unlikely
that you will find a car there now. We will leave on Friday evening
and stay at the club hut to cut two hours off the driving time on
Saturday. If there are two cars then we will do a car shuffle,
otherwise we will make something up. There is hardly any height
gain on this track, start and end are at sea level and the highest
point is just under 200m.
Sunday 3 March
Departure point: Z (Shell) Papanui

Grade: Easy+
(water trip)
Closes: 21 Feb
Map:
BS19 BS20
Approx: $60

Leader: Jim Western 377 5431

Mt Oxford: This is THE classic Canterbury foothills day tramp,
with ascent options from Coopers Creek or View Hill. Initially we'll
ascent through beech forest, opening up to open tussock tops with
stunning views of the Canterbury Plains, Lees Valley and the
Puketeraki Range. The exact route will depend on weather and
whim, with the option of a closed loop of around 20 km if the party
is sufficiently interested and energetic.
Wednesday 6 March

Grade: Moderate
Closed: 28 Feb
Map:
BW23
Approx: $20

Leader: Warwick Dowling 981-2045

CTC Hill Climb: Starts at 7pm on Wednesday evenings, and lasts
for 60-70 minutes. It involves ~ 1 hour of brisk walking, on and off
trail, up and down hills in the Mt Vernon Park area. Grade
Moderate. We meet at the corner of Hillsborough Tce and
Heybridge Lane just before 7pm. See here for a map of the
meeting location. No trip list. Just turn up.
Thursday 7 March

Grade: Moderate
Closed: 28 Feb
Map:
BX24
Approx: $0

Club Night

Barcelona: Chris Curry shows us the sights of this great Spanish city. Come and see the
buildings of Gaudi, and a day on the mountain range of Monserrat north of Barcelona at
the famous monastery and mountain.
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Saturday 9 March
Departure point: Z (Shell) Papanui

Leader: Bruce James 332-3473

Ben More loop: Ben More is (only just) the second highest peak
in the Big Ben Range of the Korowai/Torlesse Tussocklands Park
conservation area. There is a nice circuit from the Lyndon Road,
across the Acheron River and up onto a horseshoe of undulating
tops (1327, 1660, 1665, Ben More at 1655, 1624, 1510, 1555,
1465 - or vice versa). There is a bit over 1000 m of climbing and
about 17 km of tramping through a beautiful golden tussock
landscape with views to the Torlesse, Craigieburn and Mt Hutt
Ranges, Lake Coleridge and up the Rakaia River.
Saturday 9 March
Departure point: Departure time and venue to
be confirmed

Map:
BW21
Approx: $20

Leader: Lynette Hartley & Jeff Hall 3380922

Wilding pine day: Here's a great opportunity to spend a day in
the outdoors killing trees. The aim of this activity is to help rid the
Craigieburn and Flock Hill areas of wilding pines spawned
especially from Helicopter Hill. There has been good progress in
the last 12 months but the volunteer sites have plenty of trees, so
we need as many people as we can get. ECAN provides the tools
and briefing. Bring your own lunch, wet weather gear and water.
This year, unlike previous years, there may be charge for petrol.
Anyone who is qualified at using a chainsaw can bring it. There
will be a range of terrain from easy to steep to accommodate
everyone. These days are great fun, and in addition to the warm
glow of healthy exercise you can take home a bit of the saintly
aura of an eco-warrior!
Weekend 9-10 March
Departure point: Contact Leader

Grade: Moderate
Closes: 7 Mar

Grade: Work
Closes: 7 Mar
Map:
BW21
Approx: $unknown

Leader: Steve Bruerton 027 503 0208
322-6196 steve.ngaire@xtra.co.nz

Mt Sibbald: Leaving town Friday night, camp at the road end. On
Saturday we 4WD up to Macaulay Hut then tramp up to a camp by
the tarn in Upper Tindill Stream. Early start on Sunday for the
climb. Usually the climb is achievable with ice axe and crampons
however the gap between the low and high peak can be difficult.
Harness, 2nd ice tool and some ropework may be needed to
reach the high peak. Trip places may be limited by how many
4WD's are available. Trip date is weather dependent.
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Grade: Hard
Closes: 28 Feb
Map:
BX17
Approx: $60

Sunday 10 March
Departure point: Z (Shell) Papanui

Leader: Michael Newlove 355-8360

Pinchgut Hut: This is a well appointed hut in behind Mt Thomas
with a nice track making an easier-end-of easy-moderate tramp.
There is a crossing of the Okuku River at the start of the track so
you could wear old shoes or sandals for this, changing into dry
boots for the walk. 3-4 hours of gentle walking, mainly in beech,
will get us to the hut in a stream-side clearing where we will lunch
before returning.
Wednesday 13 March

Grade: Easy/Mod
Closes: 7 Mar
Map:
BW23
Approx: $20

Leader: Warwick Dowling 981-2045

CTC Hill Climb: For details refer to description on 6 March

Grade: Moderate
Closes: 7 Mar
Map:
BX24
Approx: $0

Thursday 14 March

Club Night

Geoff Spearpoint presents "Shelter from the Storm", the story of New Zealand's
Backcountry Huts.: Late last year Geoff Spearpoint, Shaun Barnett and Rob Brown
released this fascinating book, (Craig Potten Publishing) which has some fantastic
photographs and stories about huts and their history, with other contributors including our
own Rex Vink. There is a good review of the book on page 54 of the November 2012
FMC Bulletin, so now is your chance to hear from one of the authors, and learn more
about the of these kiwi gems, that are now more than ever part of the backcountry
folklore.
Saturday 16 March
Departure point: Caltex Russley

Leader: Jenny Harlow 349-2280

Big Ben via Dry Acheron Stream: This fairly new DoC track Grade: Moderate
starts from the Lake Coleridge Road and permits fairly direct Closes: 14 Mar
access to Big Ben. It follows the Dry Acheron stream (don't be
BW20
fooled by "Dry"), climbing gently for about 2 hours until striking up Map:
BW21
a steeper spur to Big Ben (1416 m).
Approx: $25
Weekend 16-17 March Leaving Friday night
Departure point: Z (Shell) Papanui

Leader: Andrea Zahn 382 1044
andi.zahn@gmx.de

Waimak Falls Hut: Waimak Falls Hut is in the upper Waimakariri Grade: Moderate
River in a stunning alpine environment. It's 18km each way and Closes: 7 Mar
700m height gain, mostly tracked. We'll leave early on Friday
Map:
BV20
evening and walk to the Anti Crow Hut for the night.
Approx: $30
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Sunday 17 March 7.00 am departure
Departure point: Z (Shell) Papanui

Leader: Bernhard Parawa 981-4931

Mt French: Just west of Jacksons, on the road to Kumara
Junction, is an impressive, steep-sided, bush-clad, granite massif
called the Honunu Range. Mt French is the highest peak on the
western edge of this range. At 1305 m, it may not sound
particularly challenging, but the track from the Kumara-Inchbonnie
Road starts from just above 200 m. The ascent is initially steep,
through dense bush, emerging onto open tops at about 900 m
prior to Pt 1233 m. The road trip will be fairly long, so note the
early starting time.
Wednesday 20 March

Grade: Moderate
Closes: 14 Mar
Map:
BU19
Approx: $40

Leader: Warwick Dowling 981-2045

CTC Hill Climb: For details refer to description on 6 March

Grade: Moderate
Closes: 14 Mar
Map:
BX24
Approx: $0

Thursday 21 March

Club Night

Mountains, Canyons and Deserts in Colorado and Utah.: Ruth Gray will show slides
of the mountains, canyons and deserts in Colorado and Utah. See Rocky Mountain
National Park which has 72 peaks over 12,000 feet (3.6576 m) and the Black Canyon
which is one of the deepest, narrowest and sheerest canyons in the world. Plus visit the
amazing sculptured rocks at Colorado National Monument and Arches National Parks.
Saturday 23 March
Departure point: Departure time and venue to
be confirmed

Leader: Lynette Hartley & Jeff Hall 3380922

Wilding pine day: Here's a great opportunity to spend a day in
the outdoors killing trees. The aim of this activity is to help rid the
Craigieburn and Flock Hill areas of wilding pines spawned
especially from Helicopter Hill. There has been good progress in
the last 12 months but the volunteer sites have plenty of trees, so
we need as many people as we can get. ECAN provides the tools
and briefing. Bring your own lunch, wet weather gear and water.
This year, unlike previous years, there may be charge for petrol.
Anyone who is qualified at using a chainsaw can bring it. There
will be a range of terrain from easy to steep to accommodate
everyone. These days are great fun, and in addition to the warm
glow of healthy exercise you can take home a bit of the saintly
aura of an eco-warrior!
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Grade: Work
Closes: 21 Mar
Map:
BW21
Approx: $unknown

Weekend 23-24 March
Departure point: Z (Shell) Papanui

Leader: Thomas Matern 354-4309
thomas_matern@yahoo.co.nz

Otehake Hot Pools: This is a classic club trip to the Otehake Hot
Pools. After crossing the Otira River it is an easy stroll along the
Taramakau and up to Lake Kaurapataka. The flood track along
the Otehake River is a bit challenging but we might be able to
follow the river if we are lucky. There is a great camp site on an
island next to the pools. On Sunday it is either the same way back
or we follow the Otehake all the way downstream to the
Taramakau.
Sunday 24 March
Departure point: Z (Shell) Papanui

Grade: Easy/Mod
Closes: 14 Mar
Map:

BU20 BU21
BV21
Approx: $40

Leader: Li Li 021 236 3211

Waipara Gorge: An easy walk along and across the Waipara
River to the gorge. We can swim in its deeper river holes, admire
the limestone cliff tops, and have lunch at the North Dean, where
we may (on a sufficiently clear day) be able to see both the
Southern Alps the east coast. There will be (easy) stream
crossings, so be prepared to get wet feet.
Wednesday 27 March

Grade: Easy+
(water trip)
Closes: 21 Mar
Map:
BV24
Approx: $20

Leader: Warwick Dowling 981-2045

CTC Hill Climb: For details refer to description on 6 March

Grade: Moderate
Closes: 21 Mar
Map:
BX24
Approx: $0

Thursday 28 March

No Club Night

No Meeting: No club meeting as we are either going away for the long weekend, or we
are off to hunt for the Easter Bunny.
Long Weekend 29 March-1 April
Departure point: Contact Leader

Leader: Andrew Tromans 379-2686
atromans@gmail.com

Kahurangi Crossover: A crossover trip from Boulder Lake to the
Cobb reservoir via the Dragons Teeth and the Drunken Sailors. A
nice mix of bush, open tops and river travel, on and off track.
Thursday night departure. Numbers limited due to transport
logistics.
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Grade: Moderate
Closes: 21 Mar
Map:
BP23 BP24
Approx: $100

Saturday 30 March
Departure point: Z (Shell) Papanui

Leader: Michael Newlove 355-8360

Gabriel Hut: The cute little Gabriel Hut is reached from a track
starting at the Sisters Stream on the Lake Sumner Road. From the
swing bridge crossing the Hurunui River, the track traverses a
series of ancient river terraces, making it an easy walk to the hut
with little height gain. From the hut, there is the option of a short
walk to Lake Sumner. Return the same way.
Sunday 31 March
Departure point: Z (Shell) Papanui

Grade: Easy
Closes: 28 Mar
Map:
BU22 BU23
Approx: $25

Leader: Bernhard Parawa 981-4931

Hilltop to Little River: This is a classic trip along the spine of
Banks Peninsula, from Montgomery Reserve (near the Hilltop
Pub) over Mts Sinclair and Fitzgerald and Waipuna Saddle to the
Western Valley Road and thence to Little River township, with
outstanding views of Akaroa Harbour, the northern bays and Lake
Forsyth. The walking on the tops is easy, but the total distance
about 20 km. The last bit down Western Valley Road can be hard
on boot-clad feet, so give thought to bringing sandals or runners.
Monday 1 April

Grade: Moderate
Closes: 28 Mar
Map:
BX24 BX25
Approx: $20

Social Event

Social Event; Free Jet Punting on the Avon;: Meet before 9. 45 am in Cashel Mall
(Bridge of Remembrance end) dressed in your best Easter Bunny suit ready for the start
of the 10pm bunny dash to the new Christchurch jet punting wharf, (the location of which
will be revealed on the day). Expect to be able to run (or ideally hop) for about 6km. Bob
Parker will start the race, and the first one's to arrive and say the following; "Avon punts
racing in large fast original ostentatious luxury" may well win a free jet punt pass for the
rest of the jet punting season.
Thursday 4 April

Club Night

Club night; The Gardens of Eden and News Letter Night: Be at the club rooms at
7.30 pm so that we can get the news letter into envelopes as soon as possible, so that
we can see this evening's slide show; Back in February the club ran a trip to this
spectacular part of the South Island; the Garden of Eden ice plateau. This evening we
will see slides of this trip, and hear how much the trip members enjoyed visiting this
unique area, and what sort of gear they needed to safely tackle this sort of country.
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Saturday 6 April
Departure point: Departure time and venue to
be confirmed

Leader: Lynette Hartley & Jeff Hall 3380922

Wilding pine day: Here's a great opportunity to spend a day in
the outdoors killing trees. The aim of this activity is to help rid the
Craigieburn and Flock Hill areas of wilding pines spawned
especially from Helicopter Hill. There has been good progress in
the last 12 months but the volunteer sites have plenty of trees, so
we need as many people as we can get. ECAN provides the tools
and briefing. Bring your own lunch, wet weather gear and water.
This year, unlike previous years, there may be charge for petrol.
Anyone who is qualified at using a chainsaw can bring it. There
will be a range of terrain from easy to steep to accommodate
everyone. These days are great fun, and in addition to the warm
glow of healthy exercise you can take home a bit of the saintly
aura of an eco-warrior!
Sunday 7 April
Departure point: Z (Shell) Papanui

Grade: Work
Closes: 4 Apr
Map:
BW21
Approx: $unknown

Leader: Bryce Williamson 351-6366

Mt Temple: Mt Temple is the peak at the back of Temple Basin,
on the opposite side of SH 73 from Mt Rolleston. At 1913 m, it
stands about 1100 m above the starting point at the Temple Basin
Skifield car park. The first 500 or so metres is the zigzag track up
to the skifield buildings. From there the going gets progressively
steeper up scree slopes, with a final short scramble to the summit.
The reward is spectacular views to Mts Rolleston, Alexander,
Franklin and Oates.
Thursday 11 April

Grade: Moderate
Closes: 4 Apr
Map:
BV20
Approx: $30

Club Night

Guess the tramper competition: Pictures of various club members when they were
years younger will be shown, and people will have to guess who they are, how old they
were at the time and where they were born. Prizes to be awarded for the most correct
answers.
Saturday 13 April
Departure point: Z (Shell) Papanui

Leader: Warwick Dowling 981-2045

Mt White: This trip was originally scheduled for November, and
then again in January, but postponed due to farming activities on
Mt White Station. Mt White stands on the corner between the
Pouter, Waimakariri and Esk Rivers, overlooking Mt White Station
and Lake Letetia. The trip is at the more strenuous end of
moderate because of the height gain of about 1200 m height gain
(from the cars) and length (15-20 km depending on the route on
the day); but it is a lovely place with great views. With sufficiently
purposeful travel, we'll be able to make a loop, travelling north
east along the tops and returning on a 4wd track down the Esk
Valley.
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Grade: Moderate
Closes: 11 Apr
Map:
BV21
Approx: $35

Sunday 14 April

Leader: Michael Newlove 355-8360

Mt Alford: Mount Alford is an 1171 m summit south of Mt Hutt
with 600 metre height gain. The track passes through the Alford
Scenic Reserve and then on to open tussock leading to the
summit with good views of the surrounding area. Part of the track
is an easement through private land so we return the same way.
Sunday 21 April
Departure point: Caltex Russley

Map:
BX20
Approx: $25

Leader: Jenny Harlow 349-2280

Mt Bealey: Mt Bealey lies at the southern end of the range
running towards Mt Rolleston along the western side of Arthurs
Pass. At 1836 m, it's a smidgeon higher than the better-known
Avalanche Peak. The ~1200 m climb starts from the south end of
AP Village, initially steeply through beech forest on a well defined
track, then continuing above the bush line on a tussock and rock
ridge. A short detour to the impressive Pt 1805 m knob could be
on the cards. Return options are (a) back along the track or (b) a
fast scree descent of 500 m from Pt 1706 m, leading to 3 km of
slower travel along Rough Creek and back to the road. The latter
choice requires reasonable boulder hopping skills as the stream is
crossed (and possibly entered) many times. A classic, satisfying,
multi terrain, tramp.
Long
Weekend
25-28
April
Wednesday night
Departure point: Contact Leader

Grade: Easy/Mod
Closes: 11 Apr

Leaving

Grade: Moderate
Closes: 18 Apr
Map:
BV20
Approx: $30

Leader: Bernhard Parawa 981-4931
bernhard.parawa@cdhb.govt.nz

Wangapeka Track to Mt Owen: Wangapeka Track thru to Mt Grade: Moderate
Owen. This is just a heads up, more details will follow in the next Closes: 18 Apr
newsletter. Thursday is ANZAC day, Friday is not a public holiday!
Map:
BQ22 BQ23
BR23
Approx: $TBA
Saturday 27 April
Departure point: Z (Shell) Papanui

Leader: Michael Newlove 355-8360

Mt Vulcan: A nice easy 4/5 hour trip in the coastal hills north of
Waipara with good views of the coast and Motunau Beach. It is a
few years since this trip was done, so here is a chance to visit Mt
Vulcan and nearby Mt Venus. In Roman mythology, Vulcan is the
god of fire, married to Venus, goddess of beauty and love. Around
200 m height gain, mainly on farm tracks and a total round trip of
about 10 km.
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Grade: Easy
Closes: 25 Apr
Map:
BV25
Approx: $20

Sunday 28 April
Departure point: Z (Shell) Papanui

Leader: Richard Lobb 351-2344

Castle Hill Peak via Mt Plenty: At 1998 m, Castle Hill Peak is the
highest point on the Torlesse Range and a common tramping
objective. Normally it's tackled from Porter's Pass over Foggy
Peak. On this trip we'll take an alternative route, starting from the
SH73 bridge over the Porter River up to Mt Plenty and then along
a pleasant spur to the main Torlesse ridge, about 1 km south west
of Castle Hill Peak. Depending on the inclination of the
participants, the trip could be closed with a loop over Pt 1941 m
and down the spur to Ghost Creek.
Sunday 5 May
Departure point: Z (Shell) Papanui

Grade: Moderate
Closes: 25 Apr
Map:
BW21
Approx: $20

Leader: Bryce Williamson 351-6366

Rome Ridge to Avalanche Peak: Avalanche Peak is probably
the most popular day walk in the Arthurs pass region. Normally it's
done as a loop from near the village. But an alternative and more
adventurous round trip starts towards Mt Rolleston via Rome
Ridge, and then turns sharply south to Avalanche Peak. The
views are spectacular and the ridge is as exposed as it looks from
the road.

Grade: Moderate+
Closes: 2 May
Map:
BV20
Approx: $30

Trip Reports
10th February 2013

Blimit
To walk the 70 kilometer long Puketaraki ridge that forms the spine of the Canterbury
foothills has been a goal of mine ever since I first saw it clothed in snow from the NZ Post
mailroom cafeteria back in the 1980s. Also known by local farmers as the Pakati range it
dominates the Canterbury skyline from the Waimakariri gorge in the south to the Hurunui
River in the north. Few Canterbury trampers who have travelled far and wide outside their
own region are aware that a 3 day classic is right on their doorstep along with its own
unique Canterbury flavour and history. The Pukes ridgeline is generally broad and tussock
lined but there are close to 50 hill climbs along the way and I remember the thought of
"here we go again" as we braced for the
umpteenth grunty uphill. There are also no
huts and little fresh water en route and you
would not want to be caught in a north west
gale on these tops which range from
1400mtrs to over 1900mtrs in height. To
compensate for your efforts though there
are great views of the Waimakariri river and
the Mt White station catchment on one side
and the Lees valley, Canterbury coast line
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Andy, Dave, Richard and Andrea
at Bills Basin tarn

on the other. This tramp can be begun from either View hill near Oxford or Esk Head
station near the Hurunui river and at over 80 kilometers and of 3 to 4 days duration would
be graded as a Mod/Hard. It is committing in that there are few escape routes once you
have begun. My first taste of this range came when along with two fellow NZ Post
mailsorters we attempted the highest point, Chest Peak one winter from Black hill hut. It
was the first of three attempts that August and we ran out of time and decided to try again
a week later from the Lees valley. Our second attempt we headed up the Mt Storm ridge
and on breaking through the beech forest bush line encountered snow and strong NW
winds. I remember unzipping my coat pocket to grab my balaclava, the same pocket that
contained my car keys before plugging onwards up into a gathering storm. Beaten back by
the gale and arriving back at the car in the freezing cold and dark I discovered I no longer
had my car keys. I had dropped them in the snow when I had pulled out my balaclava just
before we had turned around. Oh no! After a lot of drama we made it to a farm house and
a phone call later Darryls old man Bob was on his way to rescue us. We were lucky that
time. Don't lose your car keys when you go tramping! Now what made me recall that
event? Oh yes, last weeks CTC trip to Blimit up at Arthurs Pass. Approaching the peak by
the steep Cons track the usual CTC ratio of 5 foreigners to 1 Kiwi grappled their way to the
bush line through black beech, regenerating celery pine and rata. We heard and then
sighted two tiny riflemen; quick moving stumpy tailed birds whose call can be outside the
hearing range of some people. They make a high pitched zweet. Andy (the Irishman) was
explaining to Andrea (the German) how thrifty Germans had been lucky to have such
helpful borrowers as the Irish on hand to help them "do something" with those savings. A
lunch break and Andy shared with me what seemed like an endless hamper of food; Irish
cheese and onion chips, Irish tea, Irish peaches! He talked of a life of travel and cave
diving. So this is where all that money from the financial meltdown went. Mt Cassidy soon
appeared on the ridgeline. The rough pink greywacke rock giving excellent friction. Soon
our objective Blimit reared up ahead. Then a pleasant scramble to the top. Below us was a
large alpine tarn edged with snow. It was a hot windless day so we headed down and soon
Andrea and Andy showed there were no hard feelings in the EU by having a snow ball
fight in the lake. After this Andy offered to race ahead with the car keys to shorten our walk
out. and so it was a surprise for all of us on our descent to find our helpful comrade on his
knees apparently looking for...the car keys.
An hour or so searching later
we had all but given up hope
of finding them. We were
groping through an ocean of
snow grass and daisies; a
hopeless
task.
Andrea
ordered us all to fan out for 5
more minutes of effort. 6
people down on their hands
and knees....then just as our
world was about to fall over a
fiscal cliff, Jiang from China
bailed out Ireland (and the
rest of us) by spotting the key
tucked inside a tussock. She
was almost killed in the
stampede to hug her! From
Andrea, Jiang, Jed, Richard. Mt Rolleston at rear
there
everything
ran
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according to plan again. Andrea and Dave flagged down a car on the main highway and
before you could say Celtic tiger we were at the Wobbly Kea. Much ribbing of Andy
followed. And of course I never mentioned my own car key incident. Trip participants were
Andrea Zahn (leader), Dave(Suarez)Sutton, Jiang(Stardust)Xiaoqiu, Jed(Yoda)Knight(the
only Kiwi), Andrew(Irish)Smyth, Richard Kimberley. (scribe)
16 February 2013

Mt Norma
After a solid drive 2 hour drive towards the Lewis, we parked up at the DA hut ready for
adventuring! A couple of carloads led by Antony set off for around a 9.45'ish start. After
crossing the Nina swingbridge we took a sharp right and headed into the beech forest for a
bush-bash. Half an hour later Ant strategically stumbled across the minor track which led
us all the way up and out of the bushline into some low tussock for our first views of the
surrounding peaks. A perfectly clear day and impressive views.
Once out into the tussock we had a scenic break before cruising easily along the ridgeline
eventually leading us to Norma, which at 1722m is the 4th of a series of peaks. An
enjoyable lunch break was had at the top complete with some of Max's tales, a bit of
sleeping and amazing 360 degree views of the surrounding mountains and Mt Technical
up ahead. Max's choice of lunch was an interesting topic - a hunk of raw purple cabbage!
This led onto all sorts of fruit and vegetable debates better left alone!

With plenty of time left in the day for the return path we chose to take a different route back
and descended along a ridgeline towards the south-east. This took us into some slippery
tussock-sliding slopes for a ways before hitting the tree line again. From there we dropped
back down reasonably steeply through the forest. After slightly over-shooting the mark
trying to find the lower Lucretia trail, Duncan eventually spotted a tree marker and faint trail
which we followed along the hillside til it reached the main Nina Valley track. This track
took us on a gentle meander back along the scenic river flats beside the Nina River. We
made it back to the swingbridge and out to the car park around 5.45pm. A stop off at the
Culverden pub and cheeky pint in the beer garden polished off the day nicely.
Solid effort from Angie on her first club trip and enjoyable day trip all round!
Particpants: Angie Scott, Ang Lowrey (Scribe), Nick Rowley, Kees de Jager, Max de Lacy,
Jovan Andric, Duncan Bright, Antony White (Leader),
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6-10 February 2013

The Gladiator
We soon discover that, totally without planning, we’re walking on a track that DoC had recut only a few days before. The neatly trimmed grass and being able to see your feet
makes a very pleasant change and we travel quickly up the Karangarua River to Cassel
flats hut. This hut is in a stunning location on grassy flats opposite the Douglas River with
enormous bluffs looming up behind it. We continue over the cable way and begin walking
up Regina creek. The track is still marked but it is like you would imagine a west coast
track to be, much rougher and with none of the track clearance that made our lives so
easy before. We cross the walk wire to the true left and begin the long slow plod up to the
saddle behind Conical hill.

Lake Douglas
Next morning dawns misty. We set off up the ridge to the Sierra range past a series of
rocky sections where at one point we need to lower our packs on a piece of string. Once
we’re at the 1400m contour we set off sidling above the Douglas Gorge. There is a series
of poles and a ground trial but these are easily missed in the murk. Totally by accident, we
bump into the large pole marking the decent down to Horace Walker hut. We stop and, lo
and behold, the clouds begin to part and we are treated to views down to the hut and Lake
Douglas. By the time we have descended through the scrub, made our way along the
moraine wall and reached Horace Walker hut the sun is shining. From here the standard
route is to sidle around Lake Douglas and then scramble up a moraine wall to Douglas
Rock Biv followed by an ascent of The Gladiator. However, gung ho climber Clive (and
also Steve) have gathered intelligence off the web regarding a direct assault on The
Gladiator. Vague route descriptions and inaccurate Google earth maps was all the
encouragement they needed and we were off (at 5pm) to climb through about 400m of
scrub to a rock bench that may have a suitable bivi site. Our resolve was first tested by the
Douglas River. We were able to get across with all four of us linking up and with only one
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member of our group being nearly washed off their feet. We looked ahead to the start of
the climb up a steep waterfall through thick scrub and our resolve suddenly evaporated.
Instead of climbing we make camp on a convenient grassy area about half an hour from
the hut. We spend the rest of the evening walking up to Lake Douglas and looking out over
the steep cliff faces coming down to the lake and the Douglas glacier peeking out from
behind the white fluffy cloud. It’s simply stunning.
The next day we force our way up through the tough west coast scrub beside the
waterfalls. It’s not too bad if you enjoy that sort of thing. Eventually the scrub gives way to
tussock and large schist slabs before we pop out on the ridge a short distance from Mt
Howitt. We dump the packs and walk to the summit of The Gladiator. The cloud came
rolling in up the valley early in the morning and the ridgeline is obscured. Luckily, The
Gladiator’s summit is just poking up out of the clouds and we have some fantastic views of
Mt Burns and the Landsborough river valley. We can also look across the length of the
Sierra range and to the Douglas névé with Mt Sefton on the eastern end. The half hour on
the summit of The Gladiator was the highlight of the trip for me. The question about
climbing Sefton from Horace Walker hut was answered in no uncertain terms with this
view. Aside from the long distances involved, there is the small issue of the smooth schist
slabs and the gaping crevasses. The air also reverberates with the booming sound of ice
falls that periodically drop off the névé into the lake far below. This route has been done
before, but obviously by tougher climbers than me. We return to the packs before
continuing on to Mt Howitt before dropping directly down to Christmas Flat hut. I’ve had
worse scrub bashes before, but not many. It’s certainly a relief when we reach the hut.

Douglas Neve
The second to last day was memorable for the swimming, more than the tramping. After
passing Lame Duck hut the track climbs up under some bluffs and gets quite rough.
However there are a number of creeks washing down the hillside over the bare rock that
have worn out deep and clear swimming holes. We call an early lunch and spend a good
hour taking a much needed wash and sunbathe. Eventually we move off and bash our way
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down the track where we rejoin the Karangarua River. We are above the confluence of the
Douglas River and the water is still clear and blue. We can’t resist taking another dip
before lighting a campfire beside the river and having a couple of brews. Eventually we
continue on to Cassell flats hut and spend the remainder of the afternoon sitting in the sun,
reading and swatting the sandflies.
The following morning we walk out to the cars along the freshly cleared track and then
have a leisurely drive back to Christchurch, stopping for another swim at Lake Ianthe.
Steve Bruerton, Clive Marsh, Jonathon Carr, Andrew Tromans

21 February 2013

Mt Harper
Richard the Leader: "Now last time we went up here, we ended up waist-deep in a
matagouri-filled gully, so I am aiming to avoid that this time". 20 minutes later:
"Owwwww" ... "Eeeekk" ... "and spaniards" ... "what do you mean, try to walk on top of it?"
... "go back, go back, it's getting worse" ... "Owww" ...
Eventually, very much bloodier, the group reconvened and tried to encourage red blood
cells out of hiding with a scrog-stop. From there we continued the straight-up ascent,
stopping for lunch a few hundred metres below the summit, just above the cloud level and
therefore able to bask happily in the sun. Newcomer Cam was easily the first to the
summit (1829m) but the rest arrived in good time to enjoy the views and the usual wild
speculation on what exactly was what amongst the distant peaks - Richard K and Andrew
gaining extra credibility for being able drop casually into conversation telling phrases such
as "the best way up is ...", or "when I was there ...".
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Lunch on Mt Harper
With almost no wind, warm sun, and great view of island peaks above the cloud all around
us, it was hard to get the party moving again, but eventually we were all heading along the
ridge down to Balmacaan Saddle, enjoying a final minor skirmish with matagouri and
spaniards, and emerging by the rough track out along Balmacaan Stream.
Less than a couple of hours later we were all back at the cars, Lovisa and Jovan heading
off for a swim in Camp Lake, Esme (triumphant after her first moderate trip, taken in great
style) removing the last thorn splinters, Cam slightly less energetic looking than at the start
... Tea at Rakaia with enormous helpings of black-forest gateaux, a mind-boggling
account from David of the amount of butterfat (storable for an almost infinite amount of
time, apparently) sequestered by the dairy industry each year (probably all required to
make the aforementioned black-forest gateaux), and then home.
Thanks everyone for yet another great Mt Harper trip.
Richard Lobb (Matagouri-Wrangler in Chief), Murray Gifford (cunning matagouri-shirker),
Jiang Xiaoqiu, Richard Kimberley, Anna Gruczynska, Andrew Tromans, Lovisa Erikkson,
Cam McAlpine, David Selway, Esme, Jovan Andric, Jenny Harlow.
(final score: matagouri 11, trampers 1)
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The Harper Range

Classifieds
Classified Ads: Are available to CTC members at no charge.
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More about the CTC
Club Officers
President:

Warwick Dowling

981-2045

Senior Vice
President:

Alan Ross

384-6425

Junior Vice
President:

Steve Bruerton

322-6196

Secretary:

Li Li

021 236 3211

Treasurer:

Andrea Zahn

382 1044

Club Captain:

Adrian Busby

325-5001

New Members
Liz Van Ekeris
Rep:

337-0948

New Members
David Cockeram
Rep:

337-0948

Day Trip
Organiser:

Bryce Williamson

351-6366

Weekend Trip
Organiser:

Thomas Matern

354-4309

Social
Convenor:

Jim Western

377 5431

Gear Custodian: Thomas Matern

354-4309

Editor:

342-3735

Sam Cook

Hut Convenor: Steve Bruerton

322-6196

Our Club Hut: In the Arthur’s Pass township, with all the comforts of home including real
showers and inside flushing loos (BYO toilet paper!), but with the mountains at the back
door. A great place for a few days away; take your usual gear and a pillowcase. Please
book before leaving town to ensure there is a bunk available. For keys and bookings,
phone Bernhard Parawa 981 4931; or if he’s away, Rex Vink 352-5329; or if they’re both
away, Andrew Wrapson 980-6006. Hut fees are $10 member, $10 member's partner, $20
non-member, $5 kids under 12. If you find any problems or maintenance required, please
tell the hut convenor, Steve Bruerton, ph 322 6196.
Equipment Hire: The Club has a range of Rates for Gear Hire:
equipment for hire. The Gear Custodian is
Tent
$3/person/night
Thomas Matern, ph. 354-4309. Note: club
$4 per weekend
gear assigned to you is your responsibility; Ice axes, crampons
please take care of it. Please make sure you Harnesses, snow shovel
$4 per weekend
put tents inside your pack. Tents attached to
Large/small weekend
$2 per weekend
the outside of your pack can be easily packs
punctured when bush bashing or even lost.
Free
This may result in serious damage to your Helmets
bank account! Please air and dry tents after Personal locator beacons Free
taking them on a trip even if they are not
used, and report any damage to the gear
custodian.
Please have stuff for the next newsletter to the editor
(editor@ctc.org.nz) by 31 March 2013 – Thanks.
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